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Abstract—Spatially-varying birefringent plates such as meta-
surfaces, q-plates, and stressed-engineered windows have received
considerable attention in recent years. Here, a general geometric
representation of birefringence is presented. Several specific
applications are also considered, corresponding to imaging po-
larimetry, microscopy, and structured light generation.

Index Terms—birefringence, polarization, structured light, ge-
ometric phase, imaging

I. INTRODUCTION

Spatially-varying birefringence in optical components oc-
curs naturally due to internal mechanical stress, and is often
regarded as detrimental to the performance of a system.
However, some applications benefit from using elements with
tailored spatially-varying birefringence, and several technolo-
gies have been proposed for implementing these elements,
including metasurfaces [1], liquid crystal devices such as
q-plates [2], d-plates [3] and light valves [4], as well as
stress-engineered birefringence [5]. In this work, we discuss
a geometric description of spatially-varying birefringence dis-
tributions [6] based on a generalization of the Poincaré sphere
geometric construction, which is usually employed to describe
beam polarization and not birefringent elements.

II. LOCAL BIREFRINGENCE

We consider elements in the form of transparent masks,
intended for use at (near) normal incidence. At each point,
these masks have two orthonormal eigenpolarizations, that is,
polarizations that do not change upon transmission. When light
with arbitrary polarization is incident on the mask, these two
polarization components acquire different phases, Γ + δ and
Γ−δ, so that the relative phase retardance between them is 2δ.
The slow eigenpolarization can be characterized by the latitude
and longitude angles, Θ and Φ, over the Poincaré sphere; the
fast eigenpolarization corresponds to the antipodal coordinates,
namely −Θ and Φ + π.
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Fig. 1. Birefringence representation on the Poincaré sphere. The large blue
dot represents the birefringence point q, and the smaller two blue dots over
the sphere’s surface and colinear with this dot and the origin are the two
eigenpolarizations. The red and orange dots represent, respectively, the input
and output polarization states s and s′, the latter resulting from the rotation
of the former around the line in the direction of q by an angle 2 arcsin |q|,
represented by the green fans.

The Jones matrix describing the local polarization transfor-
mation for an arbitrarily polarized incident beam is, in the
circular polarization (or helicity) basis, given by

J = exp(iΓ)

[
q0 − iq3 −q2 − iq1
q2 − iq1 q0 + iq3

]
, (1)

where the quantities qn are defined as

q0 = cos δ, (2a)
q1 = sin δ cos Θ cos Φ, (2b)
q2 = sin δ cos Θ sin Φ, (2c)
q3 = sin δ sin Θ. (2d)



Notice that these four quantities can be interpreted as the com-
ponents of a four-dimensional unit vector ~q = (q0, q1, q2, q3).
That is, if the global phase Γ is ignored, the birefringence can
be represented as a point over a four-dimensional unit hyper-
sphere, just as (full) polarization corresponds to a point over
the unit three-dimensional Poincaré sphere. Further, because a
phase delay 2δ > π is equivalent to a phase delay 2π−2δ with
the eigenpolarizations exchanged, it is sufficient to consider
δ ∈ [0, π/2], i.e., only half of the hypersphere is needed. This
means that q0 can be inferred uniquely from the other three
coordinates, so birefringence can be described uniquely by the
three-vector q = (q1, q2, q3). The geometric interpretation of
this vector is simple: if light with a polarization characterized
by a point s over the Poincaré sphere is incident on the
birefringent element, the transmitted light has polarization s′

which corresponds to a rotation of s around the direction of q
by an angle 2 arcsin |q| according to the right-hand rule (see
Fig. 1).

III. GEOMETRIC PHASE

Suppose that two birefringent masks, characterized respec-
tively by vectors qa and qb, are concatenated. The result-
ing composite element is then characterized by the vector
qab = qa

√
1− |qb|2 + qb

√
1− |qa|2 + qa × qb, where the

last term accounts for the noncommutability of the elements.
This composite element also has two eigenpolarizations, cor-
responding to the points ±qab/|qab| over the Poincaré sphere,
and with a phase delay between them of 2 arcsin |qab|. The
phase acquired by each of these polarizations is composed not
only of the dynamic phases for each, given by the sum of the
corresponding phases, Γa + Γb, but also of a geometric phase
related to the path traced by the polarization over the Poincaré
sphere. Unlike other occurrences of geometric phase in nature
for which the paths in question over the Poincaré sphere follow
what is known as parallel transport, this geometric phase is in
general not given by one half of the enclosed solid angle [7],
[8]. It does, however, have the simple geometric interpretation
over the Poincaré sphere, as shown in Fig. 2: it equals the angle
between the projections of qa and qb onto a plane normal to
either of the eigenpolarizations [6]. Note that this interpretation
is different but fully equivalent to that given by Courtial [9],
[10].

IV. SPATIALLY-VARYING BIREFRINGENCE AND
APPLICATIONS

The description given so far corresponds to the birefringence
at a single point of the birefringent element (or the concatena-
tion of several of them). When considering spatially-varying
birefringent elements, one can map the transverse coordinates
x onto points q(x), so that the element is characterized by
a surface inside the Poincaré sphere. Figure 3 shows three
examples. This representation is useful for understanding the
effects of spatially-varying birefringence on the performance
of an optical system. For example, simple geometric interpre-
tations in terms of the Poincaré hypersphere were given to both
the widening of the PSF and the reduction of the Strehl ratio

Fig. 2. Geometric interpretation of the geometric phase, following the
transformation of an initial polarization (red dot) to a new polarization (orange
dot) through a birefringent element characterized by qa (purple dot and
arrow), and then back to the initial polarization by a second birefringent
element characterized by qb (blue dot and arrow). The geometric phase
corresponds to the angle ∆η between the projections of the birefringence
axes qa and qa onto a plane normal to the line from the origin to the (red)
point representing the input polarization.

of imaging systems, due to spatially-varying birefringence
of its elements [6]. This formalism has also been used for
the design of birefringence distributions that are optimal for
different goals, such as the generation of bottle beams [11]
and of polarimetric systems [12]. In both cases, the optimal
distributions have been found to be extremely similar to the
stable birefringence pattern that results from subjecting a glass
window to a pressure distribution with trigonal symmetry
at the edges [5]. These so-called stress-engineered optics
(SEOs) have been applied already for generating beams with
interesting polarization distributions [13], [14], imaging po-
larimetry [15]–[17] and bottle beam generation [11], and they
are currently being considered for applications in microscopy
[18].
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